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described above, DOOSTDAR had searched for the location of this Macy’s in July 2017 from 

Iran).   

35. On or about December 10, 2017, court-authorized electronic surveillance picked 

up a call from DOOSTDAR (using a payphone) to GHORBANI at approximately 9:53 a.m.  

DOOSTDAR identified himself as “Amir Mohajir.”   GHORBANI first stated he did not know 

who was calling; DOOSTDAR prompted him, saying “you are Uncle Sohrab!”  This comment 

appeared to orient GHORBANI, and the two men agreed to meet at approximately 1:00 p.m. at 

the same place GHORBANI had previously dropped off DOOSTDAR.   

36. On or about December 10, 2017, at approximately 12:42 p.m., GHORBANI 

picked up DOOSTDAR from the street near the Airbnb apartment near where DOOSTDAR 

stayed during his July 2017 trip.  DOOSTDAR sat in the rear passenger seat and the men were 

observed driving around the neighborhood, making numerous last-minute turns and U-turns, 

consistent with conducting counter-surveillance. 

37. Court-authorized electronic surveillance revealed that, during the car-ride, on or 

about December 10, 2017, GHORBANI described his trip to New York to attend the MEK rally, 

stating “I went to their meeting in New York…I saw no other option…you have to go, if you 

want to penetrate- you have to go…I went to their event and took a lot of photos.”  DOOSTDAR 

asked for this information and GHORBANI replied that it was not complete.  GHORBANI went 

on to say “I took some pictures and collected some information of them and some senators that 

they worked with…. I have prepared a package, but it is not complete…”   

38. During the car ride, on or about December 10, 2017, DOOSTDAR asked 

GHORBANI to give him whatever he had collected to date.  DOOSTDAR gave GHORBANI a 

“flash,” likely a reference to a flash/USB drive, stating “they said, don’t give us those things 



                 

            

               

              

                    

              

                 

                   

              

                   

            

                 

                 

                  

             

             

       

           

             

               

            

                

              



                

           

                  

           

    

           

           

             

            

              

                   

     

          

           

                 

           

                  

               

             

             

                

               



            

          

             

            

             

            

          

             

               

             

                 

              

             

             

              

                

            

              

            

             
            

             

           

              



            

                

             

                

           

          

               

          

           

              

           

        

              

           

    

                 

              

            

          
      

         
  

        
           

 
          

        



         

           

            

            

             

        

             

           

            

               

            

            

              

            

            

          

             

              

             

        

               

              

            



                

             

             

              

                 

    

    

           

         

           

              

                

  

       

            

          

            

              

     

            

             

           



          

               

            

              

           

             

           

              

         

             

                

             

              

                 

               

               

    



          

           

             

            

              

             

                

           

               

               

             

   

 
 
   

    

   
 

  
   






